Milk Carton Holder

A fun way to “deliver” your favorite treats!

Supplies:

SU! Milk Carton Die
Cardstock (4 sheets)
12” Paper Cutter with both cutting and scoring blades
Medium Oval punch
Sticky Strip/strong adhesive
Designer Series Paper (if desired)
Stamps (if desired)
Embellishments (ribbon, glitter, brads etc...)
1”Circle punch and Acetate (optional)
Glue Dots (optional)

Directions:

Cut a 5-7/8” square out of cardstock and score at 1-1/4” along all four sides as shown in Diagram A. Make flaps by cutting from the edge to the score line on two sides as shown. Stamp or embellish with DSP now. Use Sticky Strip on the tabs to assemble the holder base.

Cut two pieces of cardstock at 3-3/8” x 7-1/2”. Score at 1-1/4” and 2-15/16” from one edge of each of the two pieces as shown in Diagram B. Stamp or embellish with DSP on one side of each of the two pieces now. If you added a DSP layer you will punch an oval “handle” through one of the pieces towards the top edge. Line up both pieces back to back, matching along score lines and then trace through the oval on the first piece onto the 2nd piece of cardstock. You can now punch out the oval on the 2nd piece (Doing it this way ensures that the holes match up when going on to the next step). If you didn’t layer with DSP you can just put the two pieces back to back and punch the oval “handle” through both layers at one time. Use Sticky Strip to put the two pieces together from the edge with the oval “handle” to the first score line only. Open up the bottom “flaps”, lay flat, and then put Sticky Strip along the perimeter (4 edges). Take the liner off the Sticky Strip and insert into holder base. The smaller of the scored sections on this piece will go up the sides of the holder base.

Cut 4 Milk Cartons out of cardstock using the Stampin’ Up! Milk Carton die. Stamp and embellish as desired, assemble and fill with treats! (Note: if you want a clear opening in the cartons, like in the photo above, you will need to punch out a 1” circle on one of the panels of each of the cartons first and place a piece of acetate over the opening-using glue dots- prior to final assembly.)
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Directions:

Cut a 5-7/8” x 4-1/8” piece of cardstock and score at 1-1/4” along all four sides as shown in Diagram A. Make flaps by cutting from the edge to the score line on two sides as shown. Stamp or embellish with DSP now. Use Sticky Strip on the tabs to assemble the holder base.

Cut two pieces of cardstock at 1-5/8” x 7-1/2”. Score at 1-1/4” and 2-15/16” from one edge of each of the two pieces as shown in Diagram B. Stamp or embellish with DSP on one side of each of the two pieces now. If you added a DSP layer you will punch a “handle” through one of the pieces towards the top edge using a 1” circle punch. Line up both pieces back to back, matching along score lines and then trace through the circle on the first piece onto the 2nd piece of cardstock. You can now punch out the circle on the 2nd piece (Doing it this way ensures that the holes match up when going on to the next step). If you didn’t layer with DSP you can just put the two pieces back to back and punch the circle “handle” through both layers at one time. Use Sticky Strip to put the two pieces together from the edge with the oval “handle” to the first score line only. Open up the bottom “flaps”, lay flat, and then put Sticky Strip along the perimeter (4 edges). Take the liner off the Sticky Strip and insert into holder base. The smaller of the scored sections on this piece will go up the sides of the holder base.